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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M),

BILASIPARA.

                                            

                                         GR 1252 OF 2015

         U/S 341/323/294/34 I.P.C.

STATE OF ASSAM....................................................PROSECUTION SIDE.

      -Versus-

1. SRI ABUL KALAM

2. SRI MONOWAR ALI

3. SMTI SAHIMA BIBI...............................................DEFENCE SIDE.

PRESENT: - SMTI JUMA SINHA, AJS

Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M),

Bilasipara.

COUNSELS:

FOR the Prosecution: - SRI SOHRAB ALI SHEIKH, Ld. APP.

FOR the Defence:-SMTI MORZINA BEGUM, Ld. Counsel.

                

EVIDENCE recorded on:-20.03.18, 20.11.18 & 08.05.19.

STATEMENT DEFENCE recorded on:-12.07.19.

ARGUMENT heard on:–13.08.19.

JUDGMENT delivered on:– 22.08.19.

                                           

 J U D G M E N T

1. THE PROSECUTION STORY as unfolded by the ejahar filed by

Sri Sahidul Islam is that on 05.07.15 at about 10.15 AM relating to land

dispute, the accused persons namely Sri Abul Kalam, Sri Monowar Ali,

Smti Sahima Bibi, Smti Marina Bibi and Smti Monira Bibi obstructed him

and his mother Smti Ulbhan Bewa on the road and assaulted them with

fists and blows. The accused persons also misbehaved with his mother.

Hence, he filed this case.
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2. On  receipt  of  the  FIR,  Bilasipara  P.S  Case  No.812/15  u/s

341/325/354/34  I.P.C.  was  registered  and  investigated  into.

Subsequently charge sheet was filed u/s 341/323/294/34 IPC against

three accused persons.

3. After receipt of Charge-sheet cognizance was taken against the

charge sheeted accused persons under above-mentioned sections and

then  after  compliance  with  S.207  Cr.P.C  and  on  appearance  of  the

accused persons and on hearing ld. Counsels for both sides, particulars

of offences u/s 341/323/294/34 I.P.C were read and explained to the

accused persons to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be

tried.

4.                                 Points for Determination

I. Whether the accused persons on 05.07.15 at about 10.15

AM at Baruarjhar  under Bilsaipara P.S in furtherance of their

common intention wrongfully restrained the informant and his

mother and thereby committed an offence u/s 341/34 IPC?

II. Whether  the accused persons on same date,  time and

place  in  furtherance  of  their  common  intention  voluntarily

caused  hurt  to  the  informant  and  his  mother  and  thereby

committed an offence u/s 323/34 IPC?

III. Whether  the accused persons on same date,  time and

place  in  furtherance  of  their  common  intention  uttered

obscene  words  against  the  informant  and  his  mother  and

thereby committed an offence u/s 294/34 IPC?

5. To bring home the charge the Prosecution side examined 5(five)

witnesses and then statement of accused persons were recorded u/s

313 Cr.P.C. where defence took the plea of complete denial and denied

to adduce evidence.

6. Heard ld. Counsels for both sides. Perused evidences on record.

My decisions with reasons on the above framed points are as follows:-
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                    DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREON

7. On perusal  of  evidence on record it  is  found that PW1 is the

informant and one of the victim, PW2 is the mother of PW1 and another

victim,  PW3  is  the  brother-in-law  of  PW1,  PW4  is  an  independent

witness and PW5 is the M.O.

Here  PW4 deposed nothing relating to the alleged occurrence

and hence his evidence has no significance.

Victim PW1 deposed that 3/4 years ago at 10/10.30 AM accused

Sri Abul Kalam, Sri Monowar Ali, Smti Monira Bibi and Smti Marina Bibi

assaulted him with their hands. Accused Sri Abul punched on his face.

Thereafter,  Smti  Monira  Bibi  also  assaulted  on  his  face.  When  his

mother PW2 went to save him then Smti Monira Bibi assaulted her also.

Another victim  PW2 deposed that 3 years ago, the government had

issued land patta in their name. Since the accused persons did not get

the  patta,  they  assaulted  her  and  her  son  PW1.  At  that  time  the

accused persons were sitting in front of a school and she and her son

were on the way and as soon as they reached the shop, the accused

persons  attacked them.  The accused persons  grabbed her  hair  and

punched her. Since then her health deteriorated. PW3 deposed that he

reached  the  spot  just  after  the  occurrence.  He  came  to  know  the

accused persons had physically assaulted his brother-in-law PW1 and

mother-in-law PW2. Nose of PW1 was broken and PW2 suffered pain

due  to  assault.  He  took  them  to  hospital.  He  went  to  the  shop

belonging to accused Sri Abul to purchase something.

From the above evidence of the PWs it is found that unlike FIR

where PW1 named 5 accused persons, in his evidence he named only 4

accused persons  whereas  PW2 though stated  that  accused persons

assaulted them but she did not say how many were there and what

were their names or who were they. If we take and consider statement

of  PW2 where  she mentioned only  about  accused persons  then we

have to consider that either she is telling about the accused persons
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named in the FIR who are 5 in nos.  or  she is  saying about  charge

sheeted accused persons who are 3 in nos., where in both cases this

PW  fails  to  corroborate  with  other  victim  PW1.  Further,  PW3  who

reached the place of occurrence immediately after the occurrence also

did  not  say  as  to  number  and  name  of  accused  persons.  Alleged

occurrence  took  place  at  broad day  light  and  admittedly  by  known

persons and as such failure of  victims to corroborate each other as

regards assaulters, creates serious doubt. 

Prosecution here argued that there exists medical report but this

medical report shows simple laceration and abrasion which may exist

from earlier unrelated to alleged occurrence and omission about age of

injuries  creates  doubt  about  linking  of  this  report  to  the  alleged

occurrence. 

There also exists doubt regarding place of occurrence as PW1

did not  say where alleged occurrence was carried out.  PW2 though

stated that it took place as soon as she and PW1 reached the shop but

it  is  not  clear  as  to  whose  shop  or  where  it  is  located.  PW1  also

deposed that initially he was assaulted and then PW2 came to save

him  whereas  PW2  stated  that  both  were  together  and  they  were

attacked together, which again raises doubt. This also creates doubt

about any restraint by accused persons as already discussed, PW1 did

not say that they were proceeding somewhere and accused persons

stopped them. Both the victims are also silent about utterance of any

obscene words by the accused persons.  

Accordingly on cumulative reading of entire evidence on record

coupled with the admission about  existence of  cross case and land

dispute, I find the argument raised by defence that this case has been

filed falsely to be saved from cross case, probable. 

8. Accordingly in view of above discussion I am of the opinion that

Prosecution has failed to prove charge against the accused persons u/s

341/323/294/34 IPC  beyond  reasonable  doubt.  Hence,  the  accused
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persons  are  acquitted  of  above  charges  and they  be  set  at  liberty

forthwith. Bail bonds to remain in force for six months.

      Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 22nd day of

August, 2019.

                                                                         (Smti. Juma Sinha)

                                                                         SDJM(M), Bilasipara.
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APPENDIX

Prosecution Witnesses:-

PW.1:- Sri Sohidul Islam

PW.2:- Smti Ulbhan Bewa

PW.3:- Sri Safaruddin

PW.4:- Sri Lalchand Sheikh

PW.5:- Dr. Murtaza Zaman

Prosecution Exhibits:-

Ext.1:- FIR

Ext.2:- Injury report

Defence Witnesses & Exhibits:-

Nil

                                                                    (Smti. Juma Sinha)

                                                                   SDJM (M), Bilasipara.
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